Subject/Title:
Interlocal Agreement with the Nevada Division of Forestry

Recommended Action:
That the Board of County Commissioners approve the Interlocal Agreement with the Nevada Division of Forestry for Boulder City Conservation Easement Site Rehabilitation and repairs; and authorize the Chairman to sign the agreement; or take other action as appropriate.

Summary:
This interlocal agreement for Boulder City Conservation Easement (BCCE) Site Rehabilitation and Repairs with the Nevada Division of Forestry (NDF) provides for work to be done on an as needed basis as directed by the Clark County Desert Conservation Program staff. NDF will perform services to rehabilitate restoration sites that have been damaged, and repair fences, signs and barriers that have been vandalized.

NDF crews will rake, contour and hide tire tracks and other incursions in an effort to restore damaged sites; place rocks, live plants, vertical mulch and other desert materials in order to hide incursion on the BCCE as well as replace and repair posts and wire fences that have been cut or otherwise damaged.

NDF provides a work program for offenders in the conservation camp system for the purpose of promoting and encouraging public conservation projects and as such, NDF crews are employed at heavily discounted labor rates as compared with other repair/restoration service providers.